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Rhodius XT70 Extended  

Simply better 

 
At Rhodius, the continuous process of developing our cutting and 
grinding discs never stops. With its XT70 Extended, the Burgbrohl-
based manufacturer demonstrates the performance improvements 
possible from systematic development work. In day-to-day working 
practice, this means faster job completion and an improved product 
lifetime while keeping the same price point for these discs. 
 
This thin cutting disc has since become the industry standard for fast 
cutting of metal sheets, steel, stainless steel and many other 
materials. Although the 1.0 mm disc was viewed with some reticence 
by the market initially, its benefits – especially when used on 
handheld tools – soon managed to win over industry users. Following 
in the footsteps of the trendsetting Rhodius XT70, Rhodius now 
presents the XT70 Extended, the second generation of this super-
successful cutting disc. Extended by name – and by nature. 
 
Rhodius focuses on performance: the new XT70 Extended features 
improved cutting performance with reduced sparking, high stability 
and very low vibration while working. This makes the cutting disc 
ideally suited for use on the construction site or for fitting work – 
basically anywhere where angle grinders need to get the job done 
quickly. All in all, disc performance in terms of cutting speed and 
durability has been increased by 20 percent compared with the 
previous model. This makes it easier to work with and truly justifies 
the ‘Extended’ tag. In terms of day-to-day work, this translates into 
significant time savings that halve working time with faster cuts and 
fewer disc changes. 
 
Rhodius focuses on Extended: as part of the company’s continuous 
R&D process, existing tools are taken apart piece by piece and their 
component parts analysed. Each of these elements is put on the test 
bench to identify improvements – from raw materials to material 
mixes or the production process. The best elements are then 
combined to ensure that new tools always feature performance-
optimised quality. This, in turn, guarantees that the Extended tools 
always embody the latest product engineering advancements. For 
end users, this means the peace of mind of knowing that they get the 
performance they need to achieve more. 
 
Rhodius focuses on the customer: By keeping the model designation 
the same and just adding ‘Extended’, end users enjoy the familiarity 
of the standard product they know well while simultaneously 
receiving a significantly improved tool. Another benefit of the 
Extended concept from Rhodius is that this new tool is not 
accompanied by a price hike. The manufacturer continues to expand 
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the Extended line to offer core tools in its product portfolio in this new 
performance class. 
 
The new XT70 Extended also typifies the ‘Simplify Your Work’ 
approach taken by the Burgbrohl-based manufacturer, which lets end 
users concentrate on the job in hand and therefore maximise their 
potential performance. Time no longer needs to be wasted on 
tracking down a tol which is able to meet their demanding 
requirements. That work has already been done by Rhodius. 
 
 
Find out more: www.rhodius-abrasives.com 
 
Rhodius Abrasives GmbH is known as a pioneering maker of specialist tools for machine-
based metal cutting and grinding. Formed in 1952, the company is known internationally for 
its innovations in the field of extra-thin cutting discs.  Rhodius Abrasives GmbH distributes 
its wide range of products via its network of specialist dealers. Key groups of users are those 
in manufacturing and the skilled trades – and metal construction in particular.  Some years 
ago, Rhodius Abrasives GmbH established a clear digital strategy to offer its customers an 
optimum level of service. Part of the Carborundum Universal Ltd (CUMI) Group since 2022, 
the company’s head office is located in Burgbrohl (Rhineland-Palatinate). Rhodius 
Abrasives GmbH ships its products to more than 100 countries and its export ratio is 70%.  
The specialist toolmaker employs around 380 people worldwide 
 


